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LUNAFEST raises feniale enipo"Wernient
in short filnis created by, for, about W"onien

ALSO INSIDE

Films showcase different works to fundraise for Breast Cancer Fund

"Puss in Boots" theater
show coming to SMC

BY CJ (OSAS
NEWS EDITOR

In a world that has for so long
been dominated by male media,
male directors, and male centered
films, it becomes difficult for any
kind of female representation
or female directors to garner
significant recognition. For its
fifth year in a row, the Women's

Resource Center at Saint Mary's
CollegehostedaLUNAFESTfilm
screening as a part of its program
of yearly events to help rectify
that problem.
This year, the LUNAFEST
was held in Hagerty Lounge on
Wednesday, Jan. 22, and marked
what Gillian Cutshaw, the coordinator of sexual assault awareness,
outreach, and education at the

WRC, commented as "probably
the biggest turn out" that the
event has ever had at the College.
The LUNAFEST Film Festival was created by the company
LUNA-themakerofthe"Whole
Nutrition Bar for Women" -with
two goals in mind: "To support
and nurture the inspiring and
often unsung work of talented
women filmmakers" and "To raise

funds and awareness for causes
that help, empower and give a
voice to women from all walks of
life."LUNAFESTwasestablished
in 2000 and since then has become a prominent traveling film
festival that showcases a variety
of different film works that are
directed by women, for women,
and about women.
see LUNAFEST, a e 3
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Ellen DeGeneres "Heads
Up!" app is fun for all

Mauldin reaches career
milestone in loss to pacific

Richard
Ross speaks
•
on issues
of juvenile
,justice
BY MADISON CHASTAIN
STAFF WRITER
THE SAINT MARV'S WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER has hosted the LUNAFEST for five years. The WRC says that this year's was one of the biggest turnouts ever. (CJ Casas/ COLLEGIAN)

"Fruitvale" family comes to campus with powerful message
Family of slain
Oscar Grant comes
to Saint Mary's to
discuss the story
and social issues
following his death
BY JUSTHER GUTIERREZ
STAFF WRITER

On Thursday, Jan. 23, the critically acclaimed 2013 film "Fruitvale Station" was screened in
Hagerty Lounge to a full crowd
of Saint Mary's students, faculty,
staff, and community members.
The film itself is about 22-yearold Oscar Grant and how he spent
his last day of life before being
shot by BART Police on New
Year's Day 2009. The event, presented by the Intercultural Center and Campus Activities Board,
drew a large audience not only
because of the film and the free
food, but also because members
of Oscar Grant's family were in
attendance. Oscar Grant's mother
and his uncle participated in a
question and answer session after
the film screening.

Though five years have passed
since the shooting, Oscar Grant
remains fresh in the memories of
many people who live in the Bay
Area. News of the shooting spread
quickly due to the amount of cell
phone footage taken by BART
passen gers who were eyewit nesses to the incident. "Fruitvale
Station", as a film, gave viewers a
glimpse into the type of person
that Grant was, depicting him as
not purely a saint or a sinner, but,
as his mother and uncle put it, "a
human being."
Grant, played by Michael B.
Jordan, is shown throughout
the film as a man trying to make
things right against a backdrop
of many East Bay locations that
will likely be familiar to the Saint
Mary's community. The crowd
showed their disgust and disappointment when the screen told
of BART Police Officer Johannes
Mehserle, the officer who shot
and killed Grant, was released
from jail on the eleventh month
of his sentence.
After the screening, the question and answer period was facilitated by Saint Mary's student
leaders Co'Dale Cook and Terell
Nelson . Oscar Grant's mother,
Wanda Johnson, and his uncle,

Cephus "Uncle Bobby" Johnson,
took their sea ts at the front of the
room and were met with strong
applause.
Before asking their questions,
many audience members took
time to thank Wanda and Bobby
Johnson for appearing and continuing to share Oscar's story. A
number of questions touched on
issues ofrace and white privilege.

"It was our hope that
the movie allowed
you to see Oscar
as your brother... as
someone that you
can see being a family
member of yours.
Because nobody in this
world is perfect ... "
With regards to the role of racial
profiling in the shooting, Wanda
Johnson said, "It's important
that we don't just look at the
person's skin, but what's in their
hearts. And that didn't happen
that night."
There were also question s
about the way Oscar was por-

trayed in the film. While both
Bobby a nd Wand a said that
they initially expressed concern
around making Oscar's last day
into a movie, their confidence in
director Ryan Coogler, a former
Saint Mary's student, allowed
them to see the opportunity in
the situation. " It was our hope
that the movie allowed you to
see Oscar as your brother ... as
someone that you can see being a
family m ember of yours. Because
nobody in this world is perfect,
and he had a right to life," Bobby
said.
Overall, the event was wellr eceived and well-attended by
the community. Terell Nelson,
an Intercultural Development
Leader at the Intercultural Center and one of the facilitators of
the event, stated that it was important to have this event at Saint
Mary's "to get the word out about
Oscar's story and about many
stories that happen not only in
the Bay Area but all around the
country."
Oscar Grant's family continues to stay active in speaking
out against police brutality and
excessive force. For more information visit www.oscargrantfoundation.org .

On J a n . 21, pho tojourn ali s t
Richard Ross showcased the project he is currently in t h e midst of
fleshing out: h e is compiling his
experiences in juvenile det e n tion centers with over 1,000 kids,
across 31 states, over the course of
seven years. When summing up
how h e went about his visits, Ross
simply said, "I sit on the floor of
cells" to give the children h e's
speaking with the first feelings
of superiority over an adult they
may have ever experienced. After
a professional career of what he
labels as "whoring" his services
whenever they were called upon,
he realized that the world of these
children fascin ated him.
He discovered that what makes
the juvenile world function was
the concept of authority, and this
was very much the case in detention centers too. Just hearing the
word "juvenile" is likely to bring
about thoughts of misbehavior
and forces children into the box
of "lesser" worth. "Oh you're so
juvenile," is condescending and
insults a person's understanding
of the world. Ross is convinced
that of all people, the children
in these centers know the world
better than many who hold them
in captivity away from it.
88 percent of the children in
these detention centers are in for
nonviolent crime, most for what
they call POA: "Pissing Off an
see JUVENILE, page 2
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Geraldine Moriba discusses metamorphosis of news media
Despite adversity and opposition, Moriba manages to find succes through journalism

gender and race.
At the root of her discussion
was identity, and Moriba identified herself and her line of work
in a countdown from 10, listing
aspects of her social standing
as a wife and mother, special
advice she gives her children,
and incorporating personal
stories involving her education

most special stories are the ones
with average Americans."
Over her journey in the industry, Moriba has gone from
her modest start in a Canadian
radio station, to an extended
career at NBC, and finally to
her current job as vice president of diversity and inclusion
for CNN Worldwide. Over the
past 23 years, she has noticed
a significant metamorphosis
of the newsroom. According to
Moriba, technological advances
have changed everything, affecting global research, privacy,
and even changing the job description for being a journalist.
In addition to technological
changes, standards for privacy
and neutrality have lessened,
and top news corporations, such
as CNN, have had to adjust their
programming.
"My job is to make sure we are
delivering the news in a broader
way," Moriba stated, "No newsroom has consistently given
consistent news."
Working for a news corporation that most critics and audiences consider to be neutral,
Moriba has contributed to the
channel's middle-ground perspective. She sees opinion in the
news as "the way of the industry,"
and the recent trend in reporting
that is open to question has led
to more panel programming that
allows for all stances on the issues to be discussed in a fair and

and career.

balanced way. Moriba admitted

"It's my prerogative to be who
we are," Moriba said. "Much of
the work I have done related to
my career has involved identity."
Over the decades she has
spent in the news media industry, Moriba has faced the
exciting challenge of covering
the news on the "fast track."
She worked with an overnight
bag in her desk in case she had
to jet off to a distant location to
cover breaking news; she had to
re-assimilate herself into her
job after taking six weeks of
maternity leave; she survived a
battle with cancer; she watched
the newsroom evolve with the
changing American culture;
and she explored the less mainstream stories by covering the
lives and actions of average
people through the CNN documentary series "In America."
"It's been a long journey to
get where I am. For me, the best
and most special stories are
about average people," Moriba
admitted. "Sure it's cool to meet
someone who's doing something
significant, but I find that the

that contrary to popular belief,
CNN prides itself on being in the
middle of the political spectrum,
not for being neutral.
"People tune in for good storytelling," Moriba said. "CNN
series and documentaries are
experimentation as a part of a
continuum." Moriba serves the
industry as a determined and
driven individual, her gender being an integral component of her
identity. As a woman of color,
Moriba has had to assert herself
in unique ways. Despite social
factors and workplace prejudices, Moriba prides herself on
transparency and hard work.
"In the newsroom, you've got
to fight for your stories. When
you're [at meetings], you're
already at the table. Bring your
own chair," Moriba said profoundly.
The final program of the
Speaker Series entitled "Thinking about Ovid in the 21st Century: Metamorphosis, Myth, and
the Carbon Cycle" by Robert
Hass will take place on Jan. 30 at
7 p.m. in the Soda Center.

BY ALEXA GAMBERO
COPY EDITOR
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As part of the Jan Term Speaker Series, the Women's and Gender Studies and Communication
Departments partnered with
the Disney Forum to welcome
award-winning CNN executive
and documentary filmmaker
Geraldine Moriba to the Soda
Center on Jan. 22. The lecture
related Moriba's career in the
news industry to metamorphoses, as well as the topics of

"Technological
advances have
changed everything,
affecting global
research, privacy, and
even changing the
job description for
being a journalist."

while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people
when it wasn't available before,
To offer those who want it,

a choice-"
-TED TURNER

JUVENILE: Ross uses pictures
of juveniles to show the
injustice within the system
continued from page 1
Adult." Some of his photographs
included children whose parents
got them involved in drugs in
order to support their own drug
habit, and somehow, it was the
children who ended up behind
bars.
All the kids that he has talked
with have been kids of color. Of
these children, almost all of them
have been physically and/or sexually abused and yet again they, not
their perpetrators, are the ones in
trouble with the law.

"This generation is
the most law-abiding
in the history of
record keeping."
These kids have been able to
explain to him in detail how much
it would cost to obtain a gun and
ammunition, because that is what
they have been educated on in
theirworld under what Ross calls
the "Umbrella of Poverty." And

yet, county justice systems feel
the way to stop this problem is
not to change school education
and gun laws, but to punish these
kids who are just trying to survive.
The real problem, Ross says,
is that we live in a culture built
on the "Criminalization of Normal Adolescent Misbehavior"
in order to sell newspapers and
capitalize on fear. "This generation is the most law-abiding in the
history of record-keeping," but
we are more focused on fearing
the children rather than helping
them.
So Ross' mission is to show
through pictures the injustice
being done to society's youth who
just need someone to get down on
their level and show them respect
as individuals.
Ross says people cannot be
satisfied with the system as it
is, because it only encouraging
people's fear. People have to take
action and use any means possible. Ross uses art, because he
says, "Art is a weapon to change
the future, not a tool ... You don't
use tools to fight wars."

Crime Beat
01/16/ 2014
08:08 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana
and paraphernalia in St. Joseph's
Hall Parking Lot; referred to Community Life

uTo act upon one's convictions

CJ Cos.a s/ COLLEGIAN

01/19/2014
03:38 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage consumption of alcohol in Augustine Hall;
referred to Community Life

01/20/2014
12:34 p.m.
Incident: Welfare Check
Synopsis: Unfounded- Augustine
Hall; referred to Community Life
and CAPS
01/20/2014
07:43 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Food cooking set off
alarm in Guerrieri West; referred
to Community Life and Facilities
Services

01/ 21/ 2014
08:55 a.m.
Incident: Medical Call
Synopsis: Student transported to
Kaiser Walnut Creek from Madigan Gym Training Room; referred
to Community Life and Health &
Wellness Center
01/23/2014
11:47 a.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Smoke detector accidently activated in Guerrieri West;
referred to Community Life and
Facilities Services
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NEWS
Beyond the Bubble
Because there's a whole world out there ...
Abandoned pink Chihuahua
pup rescued
A 2-month-old Chihuahua
named "Candy" was rescued
by a an anonymous person in
East Palo Alto and brought to
the Peninsula Humane Society
& SPCA. The Chihuahua was
named Candy because its fur
was dyed a light pink when it was
found. The only injury it had was
a small hairline bone fracture
on the rear of her right tibia,
but she was otherwise healthy.
The staff at the humane society
tried to wash off the dye, but it
was to no avail. Although they
said it isn't unheard of for people
to dye their dogs, this case was
still strange. Candy has already
been found a new home which
will hopefully become her permanent home as phrased by the
SPCA in their statement: "We
trust that people will understand
and-even though they weren't
chosen- take some comfort in
knowing Candy will have a won-

derful, permanent home."
Oakland Raider Cheerleaders
Sue the Team
A class action suit has been
filed against the Oakland Raiders
football team by their cheerleaders, the Raiderettes. The suit is
headed by one of the cheerleaders, known as Lacy T., who is
suing the team for treating the
cheerleaders unfairly and not
giving them proper wages or
compensation. The cheerleaders are paid 1,250 dollars for a
season, which translates to 125
dollars per a game, which is only
about 5 dollars an hour. Furthermore, the cheerleaders are not
paid for any extra hours they
have to put into preparing for
games and are not compensated
for their job related expenses
such as public appearances.
Lacy T. is filing in the Alameda
County Superior Court in the
hopes that the Raiders team will
change their business practices.
She filed a class action suit in

the hopes that the fellow Raiderettes, both current and past, will
stand up to support her.

services available and fast for
you, all the time, and we missed
the mark today."

Google Gm~l Suffers Outage:
Users Unable to Connect
On Friday, Gmail suffered a
mysterious outage that left a
number of users unable to access
their Gmail accounts or accounts
related to Gmail for around an
hour. Because the outage only
affected a certain number of users, it was not truly confirmed
to be an outage until Google issued a statement confirming the
problem and stating that they
were investigating the cause.
Apparently, an "incorrect configuration" led to a software bug
that messed up how the Gmail
servers interact with other systerns. Google issued this formal
apology in light of the incident:
"Whether the effect was brief or
lasted the better part of an hour,
please accept our apologies-we
strive to make all of Google's

Cat Cafe to open in San Francisco
A new kind of a cafo, a cat cafe
is being opened, but it's not a
cafe for cats: it's a cafe for people
that's filled with cats. The cafe
will house no more than ten livein cats for guests to play with.
KitTea, founded by Courtney
Hatt and David Braginsky, hopes
to bring humans and cats together in perfect harmony. Cats
will be adopted from local rescue
shelters and will be provided a
"cats only" room for when they
don't feel like socializing. In
order to avoid overwhelming
the cats, no more than 30-35
people will be allowed in at a
time. The cafe is set to be opening this spring; however, though
the owners are still looking for a
location, they expect to be able
to settle in a space soon.

"Puss in Boots" production prepared to be exciting play for all ages
BY CHARLIE GUESE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

What would you do if your
father bequeathed a cat to you?
What do you do, then, when the
cat needs a pair of boots?
This week, the Performing Arts
Department is finishing its yearly
January Term production, with
this year's "Puss in Boots" poised
to entertain. Every year, the department casts, produces, and
performs an entire production
during the month of January as
the Children's Theatre class during Jan Term. In keeping with
the somewhat quirky nature of
Jan Term, the production is also
always one made for childrenthough not exclusively so.
"Puss in Boots" is the story of
three brothers (played by Brandon English, Bryce Cloke, and
Reed Cornish) whose father gives
them a medal, a donkey, and a cat
(Megan Denny), who guides one
brother into fortune in getting
him entangled with royalty. Katie
Lewis appears as the queen, Olivia
Hass as the princess, Mariah Hartley as the doorkeeper, and Giulianna Harris as the ominous ogre.
Erin Kinda, Chelsea Paslay, Nakia
Gibbs, Simi Singh, and Quinci
Walker appear as the entourage,
and Conor Maher narrates the
fleeting, imaginative performance.

The fairy tale is nothing new,
having been first written in the
seventeenth century, but the
Performing Arts Department
always places its own special spin
to its productions. This year's
production includes adaptations
from Professor Miehael ook nd
original music from Jeffra Cook.
Michael Cook, who traditionally
directs the Jan Term production,
will direct "Puss in Boots" as his
last Jan Term show before his
retirement.
The Performing Arts Department promises the production
to be a spectacle with moving
stage parts, comedy, knock-knock
jokes, singing, puppetry, entrancing lighting, butterflies, audience
interaction, and even magic. The
production attracts Bay Area
elementary and middle school
students all throughout the week,
though "Puss in Boots" also promises an adventure for all ages.
"It's a good time. You can find
your inner-kid at this show," said
Brandon English, who plays one
of the brothers, in an interview
with The Collegian. "I find that the
adults almost have more fun than
the kids, because a lot of adults are
trying to re-embrace their childhoods. This show is a great way of
doing it ... It's the humor that we
have from our childhood that we
don't always have now."

English, like the rest of the
cast, is exhausted in spending
four hours everyday (or longer)
acting for an entire month, busily
preparing a production that might
otherwise take a semester to produce under a normal schedule.
However, tlw unique, innoc nt,
and childlike nature of the production is also what exhilarates
him. English, who performed in

Puss in Boots
Open to the public
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Thursday at 4 p.m.
LeFevre Theatre
Tickets $8
brownpapertickets.com
Extension 4670
last year's "Princess and the Pea"
Jan Term show as well, enjoys
watching the childrens' emotional
investment, as well as the adult
audiences, who are given the
unique chance to free themselves
from their grown-up problems
with child entertainment. As a
Theatre minor, English was also
very eager at expressing his satisfaction with the Performing Arts
Derpartment.
"I like it because I'm challenged
with different things here. I'm

used to a lot of comedy, and this
school doesn't always do a lot of
it, so it's necessary to be a wellrounded actor and to get outside
your comfort zone," said English.
"What really makes the department here are the actors and the
profe or . Th actors are all so
close together, and we're all pushing each other to always do better.
The professors are also making us
go higher and higher and to do better and better, so I definitely love
the department here."
English also hopes that the way
to bring the community togetherboth the Saint Mary's campus and
the larger Bay Area community-is
in sharing themes of confidence
expressed by "Puss in Boots". "I
come to theater for community,
and this is why I love it. You get
community within the production, and you build the community
with the people coming in. This
is why I love this show because it
brings in not only our college campus, but the kids around it too."
"Puss in Boots" plays throughoutthe week for Bay Area elementary and middle school students,
though the performance is also
open to the public Wednesday at
7 p.m. and Thursday at 4 p.m in
LeFevre Theatre. Tickets are $8
and are available at brownpapertickets.com or by phone at extension 4670.

Campus
Calendar
JanTerm Children's Show: Puss
in Boots
Tuesday, January 28 to Friday,
January31
9:00AM-ll:OOAM
Le Fevre Theater
Contact Performing Arts Department
x4670
Lunar New Year Dinner
Thursday, January 30
5:00PM-7:00PM
Oliver Hall
EmailAPASA
apasa@stmarys-ca.edu
Jan Term Speaker: Robert Hass
Thursday, January 30
7:00PM-8:30PM
Soda Center
Contact January Term Office
x4771

LUNAFEST: Different stories, different people, all for a better world
continued from page 1
This screening marked the thirteenth annual LUNAFEST and
featured a wide variety of short
films that may harbor an array
of different emotions depending
on their different subjects. One
film, titled "Flying Anne," profiles
a young girl who was diagnosed
with Tourette's syndrome and follows her struggle to come to terms
with it and to help other kids
understand her as well. Another
film named "Tiny Miny Magic"
was a story about a woman who
exchanges gifts with her mailman

by putting them in her mailbox,
causing an unexpected love connection to form. Still another film
called "Maria of Many" follows
the story of Maria, a Mexican
immigrant who is subjected to a
triple duty of being a domestic
worker, activist, and committed mother. There were several
other films in the screening, and
throughout the different films,
there were many times when the
audience would laugh, cheer, and
even cry.
After watching the film, The
Collegian interview Aubrey WilIiams, Rachel Hartley, Nakia

Gibbs, and Molly Baker, a group of
freshman students who had come
together to watch the film series.
When asked what they thought
of the films or why they came to
watch LUNAFEST, each one had
a different answer. Williams commented that she thought it was a
"great way to display the talent of
women film makers." Gibbs noted
that the films were a great way
to emphasize that "women are
just as important" in regards to
mainstream media. Building off of
that, Hartley stated that she went
to watch the films because it was
a "great way for women to show-

case their work in a world that
doesn't really empower them to."
Finally, Baker made a comment
that the reason LUNAFEST and
films in general are so important
is because the films invoke empathy in the viewers. "Empathy
brings a community together,"
Baker continued. "You don't have
to be a woman to appreciate these
films."
LUNAFEST is anon-profit program that helps to raise money
for their main sponsor, the Breast
Cancer Fund, as well as any other
local nonprofit organizations that
host LUNAFEST film festivals.

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
E-mail us with the details
of your event at:
smccollegian@gmail.com
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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OPINION
Wikipedia has
Fraternity's party promotes racism on recent holiday
potential to be a Party-famous Tau
legitimate source Kappa Epsilon is
BY CALLIE COKER
STAFF WRITER

\A then someone types a few key
Y Y wordsintoaninternetsearch
engine, there is a good chance that a
Wlkipedia page will be one ofthe first
results listed. In college, these pages
are prohibited, and yet, student after
student is tempted to click the link
andreadaboutthe"shortversion" of
a given topic. There seem to be many
views held about the "Wikipedia
controversy," since students do not
usually recognize major problems
with trying to use the site. Some
professors even admit that they do
not mind Wikipedia, though they
are not allowed to have students use
it for research (probably because it
lacks that "scholarly" background
so many professors desire).
Given that some professors acknowledge Wikipedia as an acceptable site, the forbidden usage of it
raises a few questions. First, why
is Wikipedia synonymous with
immorality? Wikipedia is typically
prohibited because it is a "community" website, which means anyone
can access a page and add or subtract
any information that they deem
necessary or unnecessary. In college
classrooms across the United States
and beyond, students are constantly
told to find scholarly sources and to
not, under any circumstances, access
a Wikipedia page. Confusion arises,
however, when professors tell students thattheydo notrnind Wikipedia and even think it can be reliable,
but still forbid students to use it. I
once had a history professor tell me
that he did not mind if his students
used Wikipedia as a starting point
and used the works cited from the
page-given that one is provided-to
track down other sources that could
be more reliable and helpful. This
is a slippery slope, though, because
students can be tempted to simply
use Wikipedia
The second question that comes
to mind is why do professors acknowledge that they don't hate it?
Thisjustcausesconfusionandtemptation. Many college students feel
stressed and sleep-deprived most of
the time. Ifa professor offers a sliver
of approval in using Wikipedia, they
may take full advantage of this and
useitasareliablesourcewithin their
paper. Yet the students know it is
forbidden, and may not cite properly,
thus resulting in plagiarism. I am not
trying to say that professors telling
students they may access Wikipedia
as a jumping off point encourages
plagiarism, though I am saying it
leaves room for it. In fact, it is not
simply Wikipedia that is the issue.
There are many "helpful" sites on
the internet including Sparknotes,
Shmoop, and Gradesaver. Each is
prohibited, and yet students attempt
to access them all the time.
Using Wikipedia as truly and only
ajumpingoffpoint,ifallowed,canbe
a great way to find sources. If it was
not so frowned upon, less people
would attempt to hide using such
pages, but I'm not that optimistic.
Until Wikipedia itself becomes an
acceptable source, I do not think it
is necessary for professors to offer a
"half-way'' use compromise because
it just causes confusion on the part of
thestudent,andleavesroomformisUhderstandings about limit ofusage.

heavily punished
by ASU for going
too far with
#blackoutforM LK
BY JUSTHER GUTIERREZ
STAFF WRITER

he Tau Kappa Epsilon fraT ternity at Arizona State University recently came under fire
for their self-described Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day themed
party. However, instead of commemorating the civil rights leader
known worldwide for addressing issues of racial, social, and
economic inequalities, the party
actually fed into racist stereotypes. Partygoers donned jerseys,
wore snapbacks, and sipped their
drinks from hollowed out watermelons. News of the party spread
quickly through the internet via
social media. According to the
New York Times, Instagram in
particular played a strong role in
bringing the party to public attention, images posted alongside
hashtags like #blackoutforMLK
and #hood. While new details
have risen showing that only 16
out of 125 fraternity members actually attended the party, ASU still
cut its ties from the organization.
Though this public condemnation is all well and good, the
focus shouldn't be solely on the
fraternity. In all honesty, even in
2014, I'm not surprised by this
behavior. This is simply the most
recent news story in the long line
of inappropriate and offensive
behavior.
Think about it: From UC Ir-

Courtesy of wildcat.arizona.edu

vine's chapter of Lambda Theta Delta creating a "Suit and
Tie" video using blackface to the
"Hood Ratchet Thursday Party"
sponsored by Theta Xi at the
University of Michigan, it's easy
to see that racism, and specifically anti-blackness, is alive and
kicking in the 21st century-and
at our institutions ofhigher learning, no less.
So, ASU's decision to separate
from Tau Kappa Epsilon and to
expel individual members makes
sense to me. The party was a
bad idea to say the least, so the
organizers must face the bad
consequences. Sure. Great. It all
makes sense. However, I would
argue that these actions do little
to solve the real problem.
Punishment is not enough.
Punishment is a band-aid solution that works to save face for
the university while the fraternity
scrambles to produce good PR.
Punishment won't solve the fact
that someone thought this party
was a good idea. Punishment

of the offenders and the subsequent press releases, statements,
apologies, and soundbites do not
address how dangerous this mode
of thinking is. Simple punishment allows blissful ignorance
to live on.
You'd think that these partygoers would know better, right? It's
hard to feign ignorance around Dr.
King, the civil rights movement,
and the whole month of February. Perhaps we've venerated Dr.
King so much that people are no
longer able to see him as human.
Perhaps he has become an ideal,
has become something that we
admire but could never emulate
ourselves.
What else would explain how
the whole concept of the party
dehumanizing black people, categorizing them into sets of stereotypes and crude hashtags? Aside
from the hosts just being straight
up racists, of course - though
that's entirely possible too.
For those of you just tuning in,
racism is deeply woven into our

society, from the criminal justice
system, the educational system,
and all the other systems we have
in place. We continue to fight
racism today. The work does not
end after we name days, buildings,
streets, and schools after Dr. King.
The work does not end after you
make a trifold presentation about
your favorite civil rights leader.
Fighting racism involves more
than just knowing it's bad to throw
racist parties.
If the sixteen members of Tau
Kappa Epsilon did not know what
they did was wrong before, I am
certain they must now. But, it
leaves me to wonder if they truly
understand why. I wonder what
I would say to them if I had the
chance. Perhaps, after an initial
slew of profanities, I would be able
to manage this: "Your apology
means nothing if you don't commit to being against racism. You
need to love black people (and all
people of color) as human beings,
not as characters you use to play
dress-up."

Ukraine faces turmoil as protestors wait for a decision
Corruption is revealed as people fight for European integration or full independence
BY PAOLA VERGARA
STAFF WRITER

Tensions have risen in the past
few months in Ukraine and
there is a rumble of distant thunder even as protesters enforced
a 24 hour truce last Thursday,
promising not to engage in any
more violence while they wait
for President Yanukovich's response to their ultimatum. So
far, their demands h ave not
been met.
The air in Kiev is electric aft e r at least two protestors have
b e en killed in recent battles
in the street with government
forces. Last week, Parliament
also passed laws prohibiting
unauthorized sound systems,
distribution of "extremist opinion," creating mass disruptions,
and essentially denying the right
to assemble.
Last Tuesday, in an Orwellian
move, government forces sent
out mass texts to everyone in
the vicinity of Independence
Square, where the anti-government protests are being held,
saying, "Dear subscriber, you are
registered as a participant in a
mass disturbance." Students are
being told that they will be expelled from their universities if

they participate in any protests,
marches, or riots.
This entire mess has been
happening since November, following Yanukovich's rejection
of long talked about trade deals
with the European Unionthanks to the strong suggestions
of Vladimir Putin-to instead
pursue a stronger economic

At this point, to many
Ukrainians, stepping
out from under the
rule of Russia and its
step-child Yanukovich
would be better than
anything, even stumbling
into the arms of the
European Union.
relationship with Russia, letting it buy off Ukrainian debt
and cutting gas prices for Kiev.
Many Ukrainians fear this move
will pull them more into Russia's orbit, after having fought
so hard for independence from
Soviet rule .
For many years, Ukraine h as
been dependent on Russia for
oil, natural gas, and other re-

sources. Ukraine's entire economy essentially feeds out of Russia's hand and Yanukovich, who
refuses to make any changes, has
been called "Putin's Puppet."
Along with living in the eternal
shadow of Russia, Ukraine also
suffers from severe corruption.
Government officials live in disgusting levels of opulence. Anyone can get out of a traffic fine
or a sentencing for murder by
simple bribery and many claim
that the elections are all rigged.
Today there are three political
parties, one that supports European integration, another that
supports President Yanukovich,
and another that simply wants
Ukrainian independence. At
this point, to many Ukrainians,
stepping out from under the
rule of Russia and its step-child
Yanukovich would be betterthan
anything, even stumbling into
the arms of the European Union.
The issue is no longer just
about joining the EU or not. It's
about cleansing the country and
bringing it to point where it can
stand on its own feet. There are
factions that reject both Russian rule and membership of the
EU, who instead propose that
Ukraine become independent
of any kind of influence. It's be-

come a matter of simply getting
rid of internal corruption and
Yanukovich.
What's interesting to note is
that the European Union has
refused to comment or offer any
support. Although EU foreign
policy chief Catherine Ashton
has asked for an immediate end
to the violence, and European
Commission President Jose
Manuel Barroso has warned
that executive authority would
consider stepping in and telling
Ukrainian officials a thing or
two, the EU has not made much
more effort than that.
Either they refuse to be of any
assistance and insert themselves
in what seems to be a civil matter, or they are patiently waiting
for the power plays to finish
before conveniently stepping in.
Were they to shelter Ukraine after coming in from the cold and
Russia's rejection, they would
be forced to deal with bailing
out the country-and we all
know how well that has gone for
Greece. For now, all we can do is
patiently wait and watch.
To watch a live stream of the
action happening at Independence Square, you can go to
http://www.ustream.tv/ channel/
euromajdan .
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OPINION
Net Neutrality controversy threatens to limit internet use Sherlock is
Internet Service Providers could ask for premiums after set limits have been reached
BY OLIVER REYES
STAFF WRITER

erizon recently brought
a court order against the
FCC's "Net Neutrality" clause,
which essentially states that Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
like AT &T, Comcast, and Verizon
cannot segregate certain websites in terms of quality of service. They cannot allow Google
to load faster than Facebook, for
example. All websites, apps, and
data must be brought to the user
on the same quality of internet.
It was decided in court that the
FCC did not have the authority to regulate Net Neutrality,
which potentially means that
the entire internet could be in
the hands of the ISPs, which isn't
good for anyone except them.
At this point, we can only
speculate the ways ISPs would
violate Net Neutrality, but the
possibilities point to a dystopian
internet future. Without Net
Neutrality, AT&T- could effectively put data caps in place. As
of now, you can use the internet
as much as you want, but ISPs
would be able to limit you to
something like 20 gigabytes a
month, and of course make you

V

pay a premium to have that limit
uplifted. Verizon could make
companies pay a premium for
their web pages to load at optimal speeds. Google might be
able to pay for that premium,
but startup companies, independent software developers,

Whether people
find daily enjoyment
in the sites they
read, the videos
t hey wat ch, or t he
games they play, the
internet is a comfort
zone that no one is
going to give up.
and student programmers might
not be able to. Potentially amazing apps, games, and services
would be stifled because they
would load too slowly for users.
Comcast could make Facebook
stop working just because they
feel like it. Getting rid of Net
Neutrality gives ISPs the power
to censor the internet.
As grim as it all seems, there
are several reasons why this

probably won't happen. Several
major U.S. businesses such as
Apple, Walmart, and Amazon
use digital distribution as a
primary way to sell products.
All of these companies make billions of dollars through online
stores whether they are selling
software or physical items. It's
highly unlikely that the US government would let these vital
businesses, among several other
small companies, fall into the
hands of a few ISPs. The internet
has become quintessential for
the US economy to function,
and giving that up to a handful
of conglomerates is not in the
government 's slightest interest.
Online services have become a
central part of American culture
and way oflife. Wheth er people
find daily enjoyment in the sites
they read, the videos they watch,
or the games they play, the internet is a comfort zone that no one
is going to give up. Reed Hastings, the CEO ofNetflix, warned
ISPs that they are willing to rally
their user base to protest if need
be. "Were this draconian scenario to unfold with some ISP,
we would vigorously protest and
encourage our members to demand the open internet they are

paying their ISP to deliver." Not
only would this happen in full
effect, it would absolutely work.
People have an impressive
and sometimes violent passion
for the online services they use.
In 2012, when SOPA and PIPA
were a threat to the internet,
several websites blacked out
their websites and led them to
petitions and the phone numbers of members of Congress.
Wikipedia alone claimed 163
million people (more than a
third of the country) visited the
site, and 8 million people clicked
the link that directed them
to their local Congressman.
Several members of Congress
considered this form of protest
unprecedented. If you threaten
to take users away from YouTube, Tumblr, Reddit, 4Chan, or
anything involving video games,
you will lose.
Even though it's unlikely that
Net Neutrality will inevitably be
gone for good, people still need
to keep an eye on the issue. The
internet is the last real bastion
of free speech that we have, and
we cannot let that fall into the
hands of the wrong people. If
it's compromised or hindered,
imagine what else could be.

Students can take action to combat drought emergency
Though water conservation is still voluntary, drought is seriously impacting the environment
BY SARA DESANTIS
fDITOR-IN-CHIEF

f the hot temperatu res, dry
air, and zero rainfall haven't
tipped you off yet, California is
in a drought.
In fact, this is the worst
drought on record in the state's
163-year existence, and scientists are calling it a red flag for
the future of the entire nation.
Last Friday, California governor
Jerry Brown declared California to be officially in a drought
emergency. On Wednesday, Jan.
15, he stated, "We do not know
how much our current problem
derives from the build-up of
heat-trapping gasses, but we can
take this drought as a warning of
things to come."
The truth is that our climate
is not stationary, and such a significant drought in the history
of California is indicative that
something other than normal
climate fluctuations is at work.
Governor Brown may not want to
start a debate over global warming, but this drought is concise
proof that our long history of
mistreating the environment is
beginning to reap more noticeable penalties. If you were looking for a wake-up call to begin
thinking seriously about protecting the. environment, then this
is it, and it is happening on your
own campus Saint Mary's.
You may be asking yourself
why this matters-Governor
Brown has only asked for people
living in California to voluntarily
conserve water, but it really
should be involuntary conservation. The amount of rainfall in
California, even on the campus of
Saint Mary's, is noticeably lower
than last year. No rain means
dri e r plants, and that means
more fuel for the wildfires that

I

Courtesy of www.waterresources.saccounty.net

plague the susceptible California
environment, leaving neighborhoods destroyed and native flora
and fauna in danger.
The drought also affects our
food production, as 65 percent
of the California cropland is irrigated. Due to the low amount
of water, farmers in seriously
affected counties now have to
fallow land that they would
normally be preparing for a
springtime or summer crop.
Additionally, farmers that raise
livestock are being forced to sell
their animals because there is no
naturally growing grass for the
animals to graze on, therefore
increasing the cost of raising
livestock. California is a huge
world-supplier of fresh fruit,
vegetables, and tree nuts, so the
drought affects a vast number of
people who dep~nd on our food.
In summation, this is serious.
Perhaps, if you are from Washington, or Ireland, or the ocean,
or the Amazonian rain forest,
you might not know what a
drought is or what you should do
when there are drought condi-

tions.What people may not know
is that you can he lp conserve
water with lit tle effort. In fact,
it's common sense: since we
have less water falling from the
sky, the trick is to use less water.
Easy, right?
A big way to help conserve
water is to shorten your shower
time. Every minute of your shower uses 2.5 gallons of water. So, a
one or two minute reduction can
save up to 375 gallons per month.
This is often the hardest change
for people to make, but, if you
are one of those people who like
to take hour-long showers and
contemplate the meaning of life
or the latest book you read, then
try to think faster. Join a book
club or something.
Another simple way to save
water is to make sure that any
leaky faucets in your dorm room,
bathroom, or kitchen are fixedthat saves 20 gallons of water
a day. Don't leave the water
running constantly while you
are washing dishes or brushing
your teeth.
Are you still skeptical about

doing your pa r t to conserve
water? In 2012, China's largest
freshwater lake, Poyang, dried
up. The colossal Three Gorges
reservoir held the majority of
the blame, but the final blow
came from a drought that was
the worst that the area had experienced in 60 years. The economic impact was disastrous, as
fishing vessels laid stranded on
the cracked and dry earth. The
scariest part is that this is a very
possible reality for California
if the drought and water conservation efforts are not taken
seriously.
Droughts have widespread
impacts, so they should illicit
widespread activism to combat
their harmful effects. Conserving water demands such little
time and effort that it is easy for
any busy student at Saint Mary's
to do their part in saving water
and then take those efforts home
over vacation breaks. Make no
mistake-this drought is serious,
and it's time to look closer at our
wasteful use of water before it
becomes irreparable.

released to
public domain
BY MADDI LARSEN
STAFF WRITER

ince the first book was published
125 years ago, Sherlock Holmes
has become a household name. Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle wrote over
60 stories and there are numerous
movies and television shows such
as CBS's "Elementary" and BBC's
"Sherlock." Up until recently, in
order to create anything containing
the names Sherlock Holmes and
John Watson, you needed to pay the
Conan Doyle Estate for license fees.
Now, however, that doesn't happen
to be the case.
Recently, a federal judge in Chicago ruled that the 50 Sherlock
Holmes stories written by Arthur
Conan Doyle and published before
Jan. 1, 1923 are now in the public
domain. This came as a response to
a complaint filed by the author of
"NewAnnotated Sherlock Homes,"
Leslie Klinger. In the past, she
has written other Sherlock stories
and has paid a five thousand dollar licensing fee . However, when
she tried to publish her annotated
Sherlock Holmes, the Conan Doyle
Estate wouldn't let her. They said
they wouldn't allow the book to be
sold through any top retailers until
she paid another fee.
All of the Holmes stories have
been in public domain in Britain
since 2001. However, in the United
States, all det ails th at are stated
after 1923 are under copyright
protection laws. The federal judge
in Chicago ruled that, "Klinger and
t h e public m ay use th e pre-1923
story elements without a license."
So, if one were to write about Sherlock, J ohn, or Mycroft, he or she
would have to use only elements
from before 1923, or else pay the
licensing fee.
All this might be a good thing.
Everyone can now easily write and
learn more about this mastermind
detective. I suspect that the price
of the Sherlock Holmes books will
go down and sales might actually
flourish because of it. As an avid fan
of BBC's "Sherlock," I've grown to
love the characters (not just Benedict's Sherlock, I promise), and have
wanted to read the stories.
Since Conan Doyle wrote many
stories, there's a lot of material to
choose from. One movie about
Sherlock Holmes can be totally
different from another. Though
America only has 50 stories in
public domain, I believe that this is
enough for now. It isn't all the importantdetails aboutthe characters,
butifyouwishtohavethatthenyou
should read the actual novels.
Sherlock Holmes is an old, classic character and I believe that
he should belong to anyone who
wishes to have him. He is known all
over the world, so why shouldn't he
belongto it? He has beenin Britain's
public domain for over a decade
now and I really don't think that it's
a bad thing. For Sherlock Holmes,
the game is always afoot and being
in public domain will do nothing to
stop that. Holmes is exactly where
he should be, and while the Conan
Doyle Estate is no longer receiving many benefits from him, the
whole public is benefitting from it.
As Sherlock works for the public,
I honestly don't think that would
bother him one bit.
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Tenth annual Walk for Life: a celebration for anti-abortion efforts
San Francisco walk down Market Street hosts 50,000 dedicated, religious marchers
BY MADISON CHASTAIN
STAFF WRITER

The tenth annual Walk for Life
was held in San Francisco this
past Saturday, Jan. 25, following
the March For Life in Washington
D.C. on the 22. Both of these walks
mark the anniversary of the landmark Roe v. Wade 1973 Supreme
Court decision.
This year, 50,000 anti-abortion
supporters gathered in front of
Saan Francisco Civic Center to
listen to keynote speakers share
testimonies and wisdom, as well
as to walk together in the fight to
end abortion. Speakers included
Monica Snyder, representative for
SecularProLife.com; Sheri Rigby,
actress from the anti-abortion
movie October Baby; Grace Dulaney, founder of the Agnes Dei
Foundation that supports pregnant mothers and encourages
the decision of adoption; and Rev.
Clenard Childress, of the New
Calvary Baptist Church in New
Jersey. After the speakers shared
their stories, testimonies, and
prayers, the walk down Market
Street began.
As is typical in political rallies, one goal of the walk was

media awareness. The march
on Washington garnered almost
no mainstream media reports,
though hundreds of thousands
attended. The chairs present at
the walk in San Francisco encouraged all attendees to harness the
power of the hash tag and tweet
with #WalkForLife. Within 45
minutes, it became the secondhighest trending hashtag. EWTN
actively broadcasted the walk on
television, though other broadcasters did not include as much
extensive coverage as supporters
would have hoped.
Though it attracted less attention than supporters desired, the
walk faced very little opposition.
Along the walkway, there were
only two spots where protesters
gathered, and, even then, there
did not seem to be any arguments
or violence, especially considering
the high level of San Francisco police patrolling the sides of Market
Street.
Overall, the event was peaceful
and positive, with more themes of
love and acceptance of the women
and families going through the
extreme difficulty of the choices
faced during pregnancy rather
than themes of fear and images

WALK FOR LIFE

-

San Francisco March (Courtesy of Walk for Life)

of violence. The air was filled with
singing, chanting, and prayer. But
prayer wasn't the only reason
people gathered, and that was
made very clear from the opening of the speeches to the end of

the walk.
Being surrounded by 50,000
loving, accepting, and convictional people exemplified the
dignity of human life for many of
those who attended. People have

such a capacity to act and change
the course of politics and history,
and those who attended these
marches were inevitably looking
to make a change around the Bay
Area and around the country.

App review: Ellen DeGeneres "heads up" cheeky Prepping for spring semester
new smartphone quiz game on talk show
that none of the students here
BY ANDEE McKENZIE

STAFF WRITER

Courtesy of Warner Bros. Entertainment

BY MADISON CHASTAIN
STAFF WRITER

Those looking to entertain
friends for hours but are onlyequipped with phones have
struck gold with a new phone application. Fans of Catchphrase,
charades, Headbands, or embarrassing videos all like this
game that has over thousands
downloading and playing. Heads
Up!, made by Warner Bros and
sponsored and introduced by
comedienne Ellen DeGeneres,
comes with seven pre-made
decks of words and phrases to
guess and dozens more to buy or
make yourself.
The game plays as follows: Pick
a deck (categories range from
celebrities' names to animals
to actions done without sound).
The person guessing places the
phone on their forehead, screen
facing out towards the other
players. The phone flashes the

words or phrases that the other
players must describe until the
player guesses correctly.
Unlike the game Taboo, there
are no words restricted and no
rules regarding the number of
words or syllables. The player
cannot say any part of the phrase
in question on their quest to getting the guesser to figure it out.
The faster the person guesses,
the more phrases that pop up
within the minute allotted for
playtime. If the guesser gets it
correct, they flip the screen face
down to get another phrase. If
they just don't know it, or the
other players cannot think of
any ways to explain the phrase,
the guesser can pass by flipping
the phone backwards, screen
up. When the minute is up, the
guesser can look over the list of
phrases to confirm any missed
ones, and then the rest of the
players can watch the video
taken of their ridiculous (most

of the time screaming) attempts
at explaining whatever popped
up on the screen. The videos are
completely save and shareable,
which is a fun bonus.
So what is making this app so
popular, considering its similarityto other games? It could be the
vast array of topics that include
celebrities and songs that are
more updated with the young
adult population, which seems
to be the vast majority of the
app's buyers. There don't seem
to be many "before our time"
instances like there are in more
classic board games. But what
truly seems to make all the difference is the simultaneous video
taking. The knowledge that there
is uploadable proof that you just
made a fool of yourself aggressively humming "Love Shack,"
for example, makes for a game
scenario that is completely fun.
Well done, Ellen.
GRADE: A

Saint Mary's is at the tail end
of its 2014 Jan Term experience, and we all know what that
means: Spring semester is right
around the corner. The relaxing
atmosphere of Jan Term will be
replaced starting Feb. 10 with
the hustle and bustle of the new
semester. It can be difficult to
kick it into high gear once again,
but there are in fact ways students can get ready to take spring
semester head on and come out
victorious.
1. Spring Cleaning Ever get
that overwhelming, stressed-tothe-max, "My life is an explosion
of chaos" feeling, but can never
figure out where it comes from?
It could come from the fact that
your room may be an explosion
of chaos. Pull a Danny Tanner before leaving for Jan Term recess,
and save yourself from starting
spring semester a mess. Throw
out papers from Jan Term: fall
semester flyers, random garbage,
school supplies that do not work
anymore, and other things that
you know you will not need for
the new semester. A desk is a
great place to do work, but we all
know it becomes a storage space.
Organizing your desk and clearing out old junk is a great way
to help you have a spiffy spring
semester.
2. Electronic Organization
Emails. Piles and piles of emails.
Many professors communicate
with students via email, and it is
easy for their emails to get lost if
you have a piled-high inbox. Start
sorting, deleting, and moving
emails to folders. Try to start the
spring semester with an almostempty inbox because, sooner
or later, that baby is going to be
filled up.
3. Planners It is safe to say

on the SMC campus have a personal assistant (moth r' do not
count). It is ultimately your job

to keep track of your collegiate
life, both in academia and outside
of it. A planner is a great thing to
hire as your personal assistant.
Whether you have a planner you
can handwrite in, use Google
calendars, phone memos, etc.,
use them to your advantage. If
you know your class schedule,
work schedule, practice schedule,
meeting schedule, or whatever
it may be, put it in your planner
already. That way, when spring
semester rolls around, you are
already one step ahead of the
organizing game.
4. Wean off the unproductive
train Jan Term gives students a
lot of free time, including a whole
day off during the week. During
spring semester, we unfortunately do not have that luxury.
We may have fallen into a slump
of unproductiveness, and it can
be hard to jump into the new semester. So, start weaning yourself
off of the unproductive train now.
Watch a little less TV, play a little
less video games, scroll through
a little less Tumblr feeds, and
stalk a little less Facebook pages
in order to get your mind ready
for spring. Another great way to
start training your brain again for
the new semester is by reading.
Reading for pleasure is still reading, and it will help your mind get
used to the idea of reading once
again because at a liberal arts
school, reading is equivalent to
breathing.
There are plenty more ideas on
top of the ones listed here on how
to get ready for the new semester.
If none of these inspire you, and
you are still dreading spring semester, think about it this way:
you are one semester away from
summer vacation.
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SPORTS
Women's tennis victorious in singles matches Super Bowl XLVIII looks
against Cal Poly, Fresno State at tournament to be an instant classic
Wilson and Manning will try to lead their teams to victory

BY DANIEL CONMY
SPORTS EDITOR

Afte r a good test at the Cal
Winter Invitational, the women's
tennis team looked poised for the
ITA National Indoor Championships at Marks Tennis Stadium.
The ladies claimed a huge victory
against the Utah Utes, 4-2. The
Utes took the early lead as they
won the doubles matches 2-1, to
take the 1-0 lead. Jenny Jullien,
ranked seventh in the nation,

"I'm happy the way
the girls rallied after
losing the doubles
point." Alipaz said.

PEYTON MANNING ANO MARSHAWN LYNCH are key components for t heir respect ive teams
(Courtesy of walwideh d.com ).

BY J1N Su SEO
STAFF WRITER

started off by beating her opponent 6-3, 6-1. Utah jumped back
ahead after a victory by Sarah
Pham. Jamie Pawid, SMC student
athlete of the week, continued
her winning ways by beating Callie Craig 6-3, 6-4. Pawid moved
her record to 4-0 on the season.
Catherine Leduc clinched the
victory for the Gaels, as she won
the decisive third set 10-6. Head
Coach Lisa Alipaz was happy with
her team's performance as she

JADE FRAMPTON won in three sets over a Utah Utes opponent (courtesy of SMC Gaels).

said, "I'm happy the way the girls
rallied after losing the doubles
point." The Gaels had a tough
test the following day as they
faced off with number six in the
nation, USC.
USC swept the Lady Gaels
4-0 on Saturday afternoon. USC
took the lead after winning the
doubles series. The Trojans con-

tinued their winning ways as
Jade Frampton, Danielle Flores,
and Parminder Kaur all dropped
their sets.
The Gaels will play their home
opener on Feb. 2 against a tough
Fresno State team. The Gaels will
continue with theiroutofconference schedule as they get ready
forWCC play.

Men's tennis win two lTIOre at hollle
Nathan Lew is and Thomas Alexander Hunt lead the way for Gaels

BY DANIEL C ONMY

After a commanding win over
Cal Poly, the men's tennis team
squeaked out a victory against the
Fresno State Bulldogs. The Gaels
edged out Fresno State 4-3 on the
singles courts and swept on the
doubles. For the second straight
game, Nathan Lewis needed to
perform. Lewis won the first set,
6-0.
His opponent, Nikolas Papic,
came roaring back with a 6-3 win
in the second set. It all came down
to a decisive third set, and Lewis
stepped up and won 6-2, clinching
the victory. The Gaels moved to
2-0 and looked forward to facing

SPORTS THIS
WEEK

Holy Names on Jan. 25.
Saint Mary's took care of business against the Hawks on Saturday afternoon. The Gaels were
able to pick up the first point
by winning their two doubles
matches.
Joakim Norstrom had the day
off from singles matches, but that
did not stop the Gaels from winning 6-1 to move there record to
3-0 early in this season. Thomas
Alexander Hunt won in straight

sets 6-0, 6-0 over Rafael Martinez.
Nathan Lewis continued his stellar start as a freshman, as he won
6-1, 6-4 over Tracy Beblie. Samuel
Bloore and Wil Martin each were
able to win their matches handily.
Alec Wagner, in his debut, came
away with a 6-1, 6-1 victory of
Ivan Parra.
The Gaels will be hosting Sonoma State on Tuesday afternoon
and then travel to Cal on Saturday
to take on the Golden Bears atl p.m.

Saint Mary's

Saint Mary's

Fresno State

Holy Names

Men's Tennis
Tue. vs. Sonoma State 3:00 p.m.
Sat. @ Cal 1:00 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse
Sun. @ Stanford All Day

WINNER:

Denver Broncos

Athlete of the Week

SAMUEL BLOORE w on his No. 3 si ngles match on Saturday aft ernoon (courtesy of SMC Gaels).

SPORTS EDITOR

The Super Bowl is finally here
with the two best records in
the AFC and NFC divisions and
the best defense and offense
in the game. Like most experts
expected, the Denver Broncos
and Seattle Seahawks are ready
to face off. Who is going to win?
Well, there are some factors that
need to be accounted for.
Let's begin to break down the
big game starting with the offense. Most people know that the
Broncos' Peyton Manning has
had a record-breaking season,
throwing for 55 passing touchdowns this year. Denver's offensive line has protected Manning
for most the season, so it will be
hard for Seattle's defensive to get
a hold of him. Manning also has
one of the best receiving cores
the NFL has seen in a while. Having Thomas, Welker, and Decker
for receivers would be a dream
line up for any quarterback. Now
for Seattle, their passing game
has been somewhat of a struggle
for the past few games. However,
Russell Wilson seems to be able
to hit big plays when needed
most. The Seahawks should
expect Percy Harvin to be back
which should give them a little
boost for some more explosive
plays. Marshawn Lynch should
expect to carry the ball a lot this

Super Bowl, being one of the
toughest running backs the NFL
has seen.
Now time to look at the defense of these teams. It will be
interesting to see how the best
quarterback will be able to throw
against the cornerbacks of the
Seahawks. Being one of the most
talked about players right now,
Richard Sherman is one of the
best cornerbacks in the NFL
and it will be interesting to see
if Manning will throw his way.
It will be interesting to see if
Seattle's defensive line can reach
Peyton Manning, being successful to reach almost every other
quarterback. On the other hand,
the Broncos defense is missing some key players who have
helped them all year long. WithoutVon Miller, it will be hard for
the Broncos to reach the already
elusive Wilson. Also, with Chris
Harris out, Champ Bailey has a
major shoe to fill.
The next element should be
the location the two teams are
playing at. Both teams are at a
disadvantage because Broncos'
Manning tends to struggle in
colder climates, but at the same
time the Seahawks are a different
team when they are not at home
with their 12th man. Overall, I
believe the Denver Broncos have
an edge and should expect to take
home the Super Bowl this year.

Women's Baskebtall
Thurs. @ BYU 6:00 p.m.
Sat. vs San Diego 1:00 p.m.

Danielle Mauldin
Women's Basketball
Mauldin is now Saint
Mary's and the WCC's
all time leading rebounder with 1,123 rebounds. Mauldin also
finished with 24 points
in a loss to Pacific.

•

Men's Basketball
Thurs. @ San Diego 7:00 p.m.
Sat. @ BYU 8:00 p.m.

#GOGAELS
Follow us
facebook.com/smccollegian
@SMC_Collegian
stmaryscollegian .com
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Go GAELS!

SPORTS
Men's basketball wins two more at home
Strong defense was the prevailing factor over a tough LMU squad
were showcased two nights
later against the visiting Lions of
Loyola Marymount as the Gaels
routed LMU by a final score of
89-61.
Waldow again led the way
for the Gaels offensively, scoring 27 points and recording 10
rebounds to capture his sixth
double-double of the season.
Sophomore guard Jordan Giusti,
known for his defensive capabilities, had a career high on the
offensive end, adding 15 points.
"I thought we played one of
our best games of the year," said
Bennett. "Giusti hitting those 3s
early really helped us get some

"I thought we played
one of our best games
of the year."

JOROAN

GIUSTI hits a three early in the game to start rout against LMU (courtesy of SMC Gaels).

BY EMILIO BUENROSTRO

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Saint Mary's men's basketball team added two more
conference wins under their
belt this past week, as they were
able to beat Pepperdine and
Loyola Marymount in McKeon
Pavilion.
On Thursday, Jan. 23, the
Waves traveled from Malibu
for what would turn out to be a
tightly contested matchup.
Ultimately, the Gaels were
able to perform effectively down
the stretch for the 14th straight
win against Pepperdine with a
final score of 80-74.
"It was always tight. We had
chances to separate and we don't
sustain an effort defensively
to ever hold leads," said Head
Coach Randy Bennett. "We've
got to get better. Until we do,
they're going to be down to the
wire every game."
Brad Waldow and Stephen
Holt led the way for Saint Mary's
in the points department, finishing with 21 and 20, respectively.
Junior guard Kerry Carter, who
has helped take on a load of-

fensively for the Gaels, added
18 himself.
The first half was a close one,
as Saint Mary's took a 40-35 lead
into halftime shooting 51.5 percent, compared to Pepperdine's
50 percent from the field. Additionally, the Gaels were able

"We've got to get better. Until we do, they're
going to be down to the
wire every game.
•

II

to shoot 41.7 percent from the
three, knocking in 5 for 12.
In the last 20 minutes of play,
the Gaels struggled offensively,
as they shot 7-24 for a clip of
29.2 percent. However, their

Saint Mary's
Pepperdine

:•
:.

defensive intensity late in the
game is what helped them sustain their lead and ultimately
grab the win.
Senior Beau Levesque had

St. Mary's students, faculfy
and staff enjoy $500 OFF
the start of new tnvisalign®
treatment.

a strong, efficient showing as
well, recording a stat line of 13
points, 5 rebounds, and 4 assists
in 31 minutes of action.
"Beau did a really nice job
defensively for us," said Bennett. "It was a good bounce back

Saint Mary's

LMU
for him. We had some moments
defensively."
Although Saint Mary's was
not able to sustain their strong
offensive showing in the second
half of the game, Bennett made
it clear that the Gaels needed to
make some improvements on
the defensive end.
"We took care of the ball and
did some good things offensively," stated Bennett. "We didn't
shoot it really well but I thought
we got good shots for the most
part. If we're going to be able to
separate when we don't shoot
it well, we're going to have to
defend better."
These defensive adjustments

separation. A lot of guys played
well. Dane Pineau played well
for us defensively. Loyola is
good."
With a new sense of pressure
placed on defense, the Gaels
were able to hold the Lions to
31 percent from the field in the
first half.
The separation and lead that
Saint Mary's had established
early in the game allowed the
Gaels to coast to the win, capturing their sixth win in conference
play.
With the two wins, Saint
Mary's now owns a record of
6-2 in West Coast Conference
play (16-5 overall).
Up next for the Gaels is a trip
to San Diego on Thursday, Jan.
30 to take on the Toreros for a
7:00 p.m. showdown.
Two days later, Saint Mary's
will then head to Provo, Utah
to take on the Cougars of BYU.
Tipoff is scheduled for 8:00 p.m.

Women's
basketball
drops one
at Pacific
BY EMILIO BUENROSTRO

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Although Danielle Mauldin
became the Saint Mary's and
West Coast Conference all-time
leading rebounder, it wasn't
enough for the Gaels to capture a
win against Pacific on Saturday,
falling to the Tigers by a final
score of91-80 in Stockton.
Jackie Nared had a phenomenal night on the offensive end,
shooting 50 percent from the
field for a total of 33 points.
Senior Danielle Mauldin, who
etched her name in Saint Mary's
and West Coast Conference record books, captured her 16th
double-double of the season
with a strong showing of 24
points and 10 rebounds. Mauldin
broke the record with 3:42 remaining in the first-half, grabbing her 1,123 rebound as a Gael.
Saint Mary's took a 43-41 lead
into halftime, where Nared,
Mauldin, and Kate Gaze combined for 39 of the 43 points the
team had scored.
However, the Gaels were not
able to maintain their lead, as
Pacific used a flurry of offensive
runs to overcome the deficit.
Ultimately, Saint Mary's was
unable to make the defensive
stops down to the end, which
kept them from capturing their
seventh conference win of the
season.
With the loss, the Gaels now
own a record of 6-3 in West
Coast Conference play (16-4
overall).
Saint Mary's looks to bounce
back from the loss as they host
BYU on Thursday for a 6:00 p.m.
showdown in McKeon.
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Great opportunities start with a beautiful,
healthy, straight smile.
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Call for your complimentary
consultation today!
925.376.2800
1016 Country Club dr. Moraga CA, 94556
www.hudsonandaxelrodeortho.com

New positions available on the editorial staff.
Apply online at stmaryscollegian.com/join .
Look closer.
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